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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
The laws of an iterated logarithm for two-parameter Wiener processes
have been investigated in various ways by many authors, for instance, Orey
w x w x w x w xand Pruitt 14 , Park 17 , Csorgo and Revesz 4 , and Lacey 9 , etc.¨ ˝ ´ ´
Furthermore, the limit theorems for the increments of a two-parameter
Wiener process on rectangles have been developed under several condi-
w x w x w x w xtions by Csorgo and Revesz 4 , Lin 12 , Kong 8 , Csorgo et al. 3 , and¨ ˝ ´ ´ ¨ ˝
w xZhang 18 , etc. Many of the above results are referred to in the books of
w x w xCsorgo and Revesz 5 and Lin and Lu 13 .¨ ˝ ´ ´
For our purpose we shall quote here one of the results in Csorgo and¨ ˝
w x  Ž . Ž . 2 4Revesz 4 . Let X x, y , x, y g R be a two-parameter stochastic pro-´ ´ q
2 w . w . w .cess, where R s 0, ‘ = 0, ‘ . Consider the rectangle R s x , x =q 1 2
1 Ž .Partially supported by Korea Research Foundation Grant KRF-99-0000 .
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w . 2 Ž .y , y ; R 0 F x - x - ‘, 0 F y - y - ‘ . Define the ‘‘X-mea-1 2 q 1 2 1 2
Ž .sure’’ X R of R by
X R s X x , y y X x , y y X x , y q X x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
 Ž . Ž . 2 4A stochastic process W x, y , x, y g R is called a two-parameterq
Wiener process if
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. w . w . Ž .i W R ; N 0, l R for all R s x , x = y , y , where l R1 2 1 2
Ž .Ž .s x y x y y y ,2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii W 0, y s W x, 0 s 0 0 F x, y - ‘ ,
Ž . Ž .iii W x, y is an independent increment process, that is,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W R , W R , . . . , W R n s 2, 3, . . . are independent random vari-1 2 n
ables if R , R , . . . , R are disjoint rectangles,1 2 n
Ž . Ž .iv the sample path function W x, y, v , where v g V and
Ž . Ž .V, S , P is a probability space, is continuous in x, y with probability
one.
w xCsorgo and Revesz 4 obtained the following theorem:¨ ˝ ´ ´
 Ž . Ž . 2 4THEOREM 1.1. Let W x, y , x, y g R be a two-parameter Wienerq
process, let 0 - a F T , b G T 1r2 be non-decreasing functions of T , andT T
define
y1r2y1 y1r2d s 2 a log Ta q log log b a q 1 q log log T .Ž .Ž .Ž .T T T T T
Suppose that
Ž .i d is a non-increasing function of T ,T
Ž . y1ii Ta is a non-decreasing function of T ,T
Ž . Ž .iii for any « ) 0 there exists a u s u e ) 1 such that0 0
lim sup d krd kq 1 F 1 q eu u
k“‘
Ž . Ž U U Ž ..if 1 - u F u . Further let L s L a , b resp. L s L a , b be the0 T T T T T T T T
w x w x Ž .set of rectangles R s x , x = y , y ; x, y : xy F T , 0 F x F b , 0 F1 2 1 2 T
4 Ž . Ž Ž . .y F b for which l R F a resp. l R s a . ThenT T T
lim sup sup d W R s lim sup sup d W R s 1 a.s.Ž . Ž .T T
UT“‘ RgL T“‘ RgLT T
If we also ha¤e
Ž . Ž y1 Ž y1r2 ..iv lim log Ta q log log b a q 1 rlog log T s ‘,T “‘ T T T
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then
lim sup d W R s lim sup d W R s 1 a.s.Ž . Ž .T T
UT“‘ T“‘RgL RgLT T
w x w xOrtega 15, 16 and El-Nouty 6 , etc., have studied the limit behavior for
the increments of one-parameter fractional Brownian motion. In this
paper we are interested in studying asymptotic behaviors of the type in
Theorem 1.1 for the increments of a two-parameter Gaussian random
process with more general sets of rectangles. Instead of L , we considerT
w x w xthe set C of rectangles R s x , x = y , y with 0 F x - x F AT 1 2 1 2 1 2 T
Ž .and 0 F y - y F B for which l R F a , where A and B are non-1 2 T T T T
decreasing functions of T.
Throughout this paper we shall always assume the following statements.
 Ž . Ž . 2 4Let X x, y , x, y g R be an almost surely continuous, centered two-q
Ž . Ž .parameter Gaussian random process on V, S , P with X 0, 0 s 0 and
stationary increments
2 2 22 'E X x , y y X x , y s s x y x q y y y 1.1 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2ž /
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .for all distinct two time points x , y and x , y in R , where s t ,1 1 2 2 q
t ) 0, is a non-decreasing continuous, regularly varying function with
 Ž .4exponent a at ‘ and 0 for some 0 - a - 1. Then the process X x, y is
a general form of the two-parameter fractional Levy Brownian motion with´
Ž . a Ž w x.s t s t cf. Levy 11 .´
Ž . w x w xLet us consider the rectangle R [ R s, t, u, ¤ [ s, s q t = u, u q ¤
2 Ž .; R for all s, u G 0 and t, ¤ ) 0, and define the increment X R of theq
two-parameter Gaussian random process on R by
X R [ X R s, t , u , ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .
s X s q t , u q ¤ y X s, u q ¤ y X s q t , u q X s, u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Using the property of 1.1 , it is easy to see that the standard deviation of
Ž .X R has the translation invariant with respect to s and u. Put
1r22S t , ¤ s E X R s, t , u , ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . 4
1 2 2 2Ž Ž . .Using the relation ab s a q b y a y b , we have, for all t, ¤ ) 0,2
2 2 2 2 2 2'S t , ¤ s 2 s t q s ¤ y s t q ¤ ) 0. 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
For 0 - T - ‘, let A and B be non-decreasing continuous functionsT T
and let a and b be continuous functions with 0 - a F A and 0 - bT T T T T
F B . DenoteT
A BT T 1r2
G s , b s 2 log G q log log A q log log B , 4Ž .T T T T Ta bT T
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Ž .  4where log x s ln x k 1 and m k n s max m, n . Moreover, put
X R s, t , u , ¤Ž .Ž .
D T s sup sup sup sup ,Ž .1 S a , b bŽ .0FsFA 0FtFa 0FuFB 0F¤Fb T T TT T T T
X R s, a , u , bŽ .Ž .T T
D T s sup sup ,Ž .2 S a , b bŽ .0FsFA 0FuFB T T TT T
X R A , a , B , bŽ .Ž .T T T T
D T s .Ž .3 S a , b bŽ .T T T
Ž .In the sequel, c and c i s 1, 2, . . . denote positive constants, whosei
values are irrelevant.
The main results are as follows:
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that there exist positi¤e constants c and c such1 2
that, for x ) 0,
ds 2 x s 2 x d2s 2 x s 2 xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F c and F c .1 22 2dx x dx x
For 0 - T - ‘, let A and B be non-decreasing continuous functions, andT T
let a and b continuous functions for whichT T
Ž .i 0 - a F A , 0 - b F B ;T T T T
Ž .ii when A is bounded, a tends to zero; otherwise, lim a ) 0;T T T “‘ T
there is the same relation between B and b ;T T
Ž .iii for some 0 - c F c - ‘,1 2
a aT T
c F lim inf F lim sup F c ;1 2b bT“‘ T“‘T T
Ž . Ž .iv lim log G r log log A q log log B s ‘.T “‘ T T T
Then we ha¤e
lim D T s lim D T s 1 a.s. 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
T“‘ T“‘
THEOREM 1.3. Assume that there exist positi¤e constants c and c such1 2
that, for x ) 0,
ds 2 x d2s 2 xŽ . Ž .
2 ay1 2 ay2F c x and F c x .1 22dx dx
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Ž .If , instead of condition iv in Theorem 1.2,
Ž . Ž .v A rB “ ‘ or B rA “ ‘ as T “ ‘, andT T T T
Ž . Ž .vi a and A ra or b and B rb are non-decreasing,T T T T T T
then we ha¤e
lim sup D T G 1 a.s.Ž .3
T“‘
Combining Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we have
COROLLARY 1.1. Under conditions of Theorem 1.3, we ha¤e
lim sup D T s lim sup D T s lim sup D T s 1 a.s.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
T“‘ T“‘ T“‘
Remark 1.1. From the above theorems, when A , B , a , b all tendT T T T
 Ž .4to infinity, we obtain the large increment results for X x, y ; when A ,T
B are bounded and a , b tend to zero, we obtain the moduli ofT T T
 Ž .4continuity for X x, y .
 Ž . Ž . 2 4EXAMPLE 1.1. Let X x, y , x, y g R be a two-parameter Levy´q
3r2 'Brownian motion with a s 1r2. When A s T , B s T , a s T ,T T T' Ž . Ž .b s T r2, the conditions i ] vi are satisfied. At this time b ;T T
Ž .1r2 Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . .3 log T f x ; g x means that f x rg x “ 1 as x “ ‘ and
1r4''Ž . Ž .S a , b s 3 y 5 T by 1.2 . Hence we have the large incrementT T
results
X R s, t , u , ¤Ž .Ž .
lim sup sup sup sup 1r21r4T“‘ 3r2 T log TŽ .0FuFT0FsFT ' '0FtF T 0F¤F T r2
' 'X R s, T , u , T r2Ž .Ž .
s lim sup sup 1r21r4T“‘ 3r2 T log TŽ .0FuFT0FsFT
3r2 ' 'X R T , T , T , T r2Ž .Ž .
s lim sup 1r21r4T log TŽ .T“‘
''s 3 3 y 5 a.s.Ž .
Ž . Ž .When A s B s 1, a s 1rT , b s 1r2T , the conditions i ] iv areT T T T
1r2 y1r2''Ž . Ž .also satisfied, b ; 2 log T , and S a , b s 3 y 5 T . HenceT T T
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we have the moduli of continuity
X R s, t , u , ¤Ž .Ž .
lim sup sup sup sup 1r2y1r2T“‘ T log TŽ .0FsF1 0FtF1rT 0FuF1 0F¤F1r2T
y1 y1X R s, T , u , T r2Ž .Ž .
s lim sup sup 1r2y1r2T“‘ T log TŽ .0FsF1 0FuF1
''s 2 3 y 5 a.s.
2. PROOFS
The following Lemmas 2.1]2.4 are essential to prove the theorems. Let
 Ž . 4D s t : t s t , . . . , t , a F t F b , i s 1, 2, . . . , N be a real N-dimen-1 N i i i
sional time parameter space. We assume that the space D has the usual
5 5Euclidean norm ? , that is,
N
225 5t y s s t y s .Ž .Ý i i
is1
 Ž . 4 Ž .Let X t , t g D be a real-valued separable Gaussian process with EX t
s 0. Suppose that
2 20 - sup E X t \ G - ‘, G ) 0, 4Ž .
tgD
and
2 2 5 5E X t y X s F w t y s , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where w ? is a non-decreasing continuous function which satisfies
‘ Ž yy 2 .H w e dy - ‘.0
w xThe following Lemma 2.1 is a version of Fernique’s inequality 7 , which
w xis proved in 1 .
 Ž . 4LEMMA 2.1. Let X t , t g D be gi¤en as the abo¤e statements. Then,
'for l ) 0, x G 1 and A ) 2 N log 2 , we ha¤e
‘ 2yy' 'P sup X t G x G q 2 2 q 2 A w N l2 dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H½ 5ž /0tgD
N b y a 2i iN yx r2F 2 q B k 1 e ,Ž . Ł ž /ž /lis1
‘  ny1Ž 2 .4where B s Ý exp y2 A y 2 N log 2 - ‘.ns1
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2Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let the conditions of s x in Theorem 1.2 be satisfied. Let
< <p ) 0 and let N, m, and a be nonzero real numbers with Nm ) 1. Then
there exists a constant c ) 0 such that
2 2 2 2 2 2 2Ž .' 'a q Nmq1 p a qN m p2 2ds x y ds xŽ . Ž .H H
2 2 2 2 2 2 2Ž .' 'a qN m p a q Nmy1 p
22 2 2 2< <'s a q Nm q 1 p pŽ .ž /
F c .22 2< <a q Nm y 1 pŽ .
w xThe proof is similar to that of 2, Lemma 2.5 .
2Ž .Remark 2.1. If the conditions of s x in Theorem 1.3 are satisfied,
then we can show the following inequality by the same way as the proof of
Lemma 2.2. For 0 - a - a and 0 - b - b , we have2 1 2 1
a2 2
2 2 2 2 a q bŽ .' 'a qb a qb 1 11 1 1 22 2ds x y ds x Fc a ya b yb .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 1 2 1 22 22 2 2 2 a q b' 'a qb a qb 2 22 1 2 2
wThe following lemma is a two-parametric modification of 10, Corollary
x4.2.4 .
 4LEMMA 2.3. Let j : i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n be jointly standardized normali j
Ž . i9 j9random ¤ariables with Cov j , j s L such thati j i9 j9 i j
i9 j9d [ max L - 1.i j
Ž . Ž .i , j / i9 , j9
Then for any real number u and integers 1 F l - l - ??? - l F n and1 2 f
1 F l - l - ??? - l F n with f , g F n,1 2 g
f gP max max j F u F F u 4Ž .½ 5l li j1FiFf 1FjFg
2u
i9 j9q c l exp y ,Ý i j i9 j9ž /1 q li jŽ . Ž .i , j / i9 , j9
2.1Ž .
i9 j9 l i9 l j9 Ž .where l s L , and c s c d is a constant independent of n, u, f , and g,i j l li j
u 2'Ž . Ž . Ž .and we denote F u s H 1r 2p exp yy r2 dy.y‘
Estimating the upper bound for the second term of the right hand side
Ž . w xof 2.1 , we have the following lemma, whose proof can be found in 2 .
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 4 i9 j9LEMMA 2.4. Let j , d , f , g, and l be as in Lemma 2.3. Assume thati j i j
yni9 j9 < < < <l - i y i9 j y j9 , i / i9, j / j9,Ž .i j
'and set u s 2 y h log fg , where n and h are positi¤e constants suchŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .that 0 - h - 1 y d nr 1 q n q d . Then we ha¤e
2u ydi9 j9 0[ l exp y F c fg ,Ž .Ý Ý i j i9 j9< <ž /1 q li jŽ . Ž .i , j / i9 , j9
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Ž .4where d s n 1 y d y h 1 q d q n r 1 q n 1 q d ) 0 and c is a0
positi¤e constant independent of n, f , and g.
We are now ready to prove Theorems 1.2]1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We first prove
lim sup D T F 1 a.s. 2.2Ž . Ž .1
T“‘
For integers k, j, l, and r, let
A s T : u ky1 F A - u k , u jy1 F a - u j, u ly1k jl r T T
F B - u l , u ry1 F b - u r 4T T
for any fixed u ) 1. We always consider such k, j, l, and r that A isk jl r
Ž .non-empty. By condition iii , we have
c u r F u j F c u r and, equivalently,3 4 2.3Ž .
c F j y r F c for some 0 - c F c - ‘ and c F c - ‘.5 6 3 4 5 6
Ž .By 2.3 and the regularity of s , there exist constants 0 - c F c - ‘ and7 8
0 - c F c - ‘ such that9 10
c s 2 u j F S2 u j, u r F c s 2 u j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .7 8
2.4Ž .
c s 2 u r F S2 u j, u r F c s 2 u rŽ . Ž . Ž .9 10
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for all large j and r. Moreover,
1r2kqly2u
ky1 ly1inf b G 2 log q log log u q log log uT jqr½ 5ž /ž /uTgAk jlr
1r2kqlu
y2 k lG u 2 log q log log u q log log ujqr½ 5ž /ž /u
\ uy2b 2.5Ž .k jl r
Ž . Ž .for all large k n l. By conditions ii and iii , A and B are both eitherT T
bounded or unbounded. In the bounded case, both a and b tend toT T
Ž Ž ..zero, and hence and noting condition i we have
j F k q 1 F d and r F l q 1 F d 2.6Ž .1 2
for some positive integers d and d . In the unbounded case, the limit1 2
Žinferiors of a and b are larger than zero, and hence and also notingT T
Ž ..condition i we have
d F j F k q 1 and d F r F l q 1 2.7Ž .3 4
for some positive integers d and d . Next, we consider only the un-3 4
bounded case. The bounded case can be dealt with in the same way.
Ž . Ž .Noting that S t, ¤ is increasing on t and ¤ and using 2.5 , we can write
lim sup D TŽ .1
T“‘
F lim sup sup sup sup sup sup sup
k“‘ d FjFkq1 TgA 0FsFA 0FuFB 0FtFa 0F¤Fb3 k jl r T T T T
l“‘ d FrFlq14
c FjyrFc5 6
X R s, t , u , ¤Ž .Ž .
=
S a , b bŽ .T T T
F lim sup sup sup
kk“‘ d FjFkq1 0FsFu3
l“‘ d FrFlq14
c FjyrFc5 6
2 j rX R s, t , u , ¤ u S u , uŽ . Ž .Ž .
sup sup sup , .j r jy1 ry1
r S u , u b S u , uŽ . Ž .j l 0F¤Fu k jl r0FtFu 0FuFu
2.8Ž .
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Ž . k j l r4Let C s s, t, u, ¤ : 0 F s F u , 0 F t F u , 0 F u F u , 0 F ¤ F uk jl r
be a four-dimensional set. In order to apply Lemma 2.1, we put
X R s, t , u , ¤Ž .Ž .
Y s, t , u , ¤ s , s, t , u , ¤ g C ,Ž . Ž .jr k jl rj rS u , uŽ .
'4s 2 zŽ .
w z s , z ) 0.Ž . j rS u , uŽ .
Ž . 2  Ž .42Clearly, EY s, t, u, ¤ s 0, G [ sup E Y s, t, u, ¤ s 1, andjr Ž s, t, u, ¤ .g C jrk jl r
further
2
E X R s , t , u , ¤ y X R s , t , u , ¤ 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
F 2 E X s q t , u q ¤ y X s q t , u q ¤Ž . Ž .Ž½ 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
2y X s , u q ¤ y X s , u q ¤Ž . Ž . .1 1 1 2 2 2
2q X s q t , u y X s q t , u y X s , u y X s , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 52 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
2F 4E X s q t , u q ¤ y X s q t , u q ¤Ž . Ž .½ 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
2q X s , u q ¤ y X s , u q ¤Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2
2 2q X s q t , u y X s q t , u q X s , u y X s , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 52 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
2 22 'F 16s s q t y s y t q u q ¤ y u y ¤Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2ž /
2 2 2 22 ' 'F 16s 2 s y s q t y t q u y u q ¤ y ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2ž /
Thus we obtain
2
E Y s , t , u , ¤ y Y s , t , u , ¤Ž . Ž . 4jr 1 1 1 1 jr 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 22 'F w s y s q t y t q u y u q ¤ y ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2ž /
Ž .On the other hand, it follows from 2.4 and the regularity of s that, for
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Ž .any given « 9 ) 0, there exists a small constant d s d « 9 ) 0 such that
‘ 2j yy'2 2 q 2 A w 2du 2 dyŽ .Ž . H
0
‘ 12j yy' 's 8 2 q 1 A s 2 2 du 2 dyŽ . Ž .H j rS u , uŽ .0
p « 9a' 'F 4c 2 q 1 A 2 2 d - ,Ž . Ž . (a log 2 8
where A is defined in Lemma 2.1 and c ) 0 is a constant. For any given
« ) 0, take 0 - « 9 - 2« . Then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
X R s, t , u , ¤Ž .Ž .
P sup sup sup sup G 1 q ej r½ 5r S u , u bŽ .k j l 0F¤Fu k jl r0FsFu 0FtFu 0FuFu
F 2 P sup sup sup sup Y s, t , u , ¤Ž .jr½ rk j l 0F¤Fu0FsFu 0FtFu 0FuFu
« 9'G 1 q « b 1 qk jl r 5ž /8
F 2 P sup sup sup sup Y s, t , u , ¤Ž .jr½ rk j l 0F¤Fu0FsFu 0FtFu 0FuFu
‘ 2j yy' 'G 1 q « b 1 q 2 2 q 2 A w 2du 2 dyŽ .Ž . Hk jl r 5
0
u k 1 u l u r 1 q «
2F c k 1 k 1 exp y bk jl rj j j ½ 5ž /ž / ž /d 2du du du
Ž .y 1q«y4 kyjqlyjqryj kyjqlyrF cd u u klŽ .
Ž .y 1q«y4 y2 y« Žkyjqlyr .F cd c u kl ,Ž .3
which implies
‘ ‘ kq1 lq1 X R s, t , u , ¤Ž .Ž .
P sup sup sup supÝ Ý Ý Ý j r½ r S u , u bŽ .k j l 0F¤Fu k jl rks1 ls1 jsd rsd 0FsFu 0FtFu 0FuFu3 4
G 1 q « - ‘.5
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Ž . Ž . Ž j r .Then the Borel]Cantelli lemma and 2.8 yield 2.2 since S u , u r
Ž jy1 ry1. aS u , u “ u as j and r tend to infinity and u is arbitrary.
Next, we prove
lim inf D T G 1 a.s. 2.9Ž . Ž .2
T“‘
We consider only the case that A and B are both unbounded as well.T T
Ž .Similarly to 2.8 , write
lim inf D TŽ .2
T“‘
j rX R s, u , u , uŽ .Ž .
G lim inf inf sup sup j rS u , u ubk“‘ d FjFkq1 Ž .ky1 ly13 k jl r0FsFu 0FuFul“‘ d FrFlq14
c FjyrFc5 6
y lim sup sup sup sup
k jy1k“‘ d FjFkq1 Ž .0FsFu 0FtFu uy13
l“‘ d FrFlq14
c FjyrFc5 6
2 j rX R s, t , u , ¤ u S u , uŽ . Ž .Ž .
sup sup ?j r jy1 ry1S u , u b S u , uŽ . Ž .l ry1 k jl rŽ .0FuFu 0F¤Fu uy1
\ J y J . 2.10Ž .1 2
Ž .Imitating the proof of 2.2 and comparing the ranges of t, ¤ in the right
Ž .hand sides of 2.8 and J , we have, for any « ) 0,2
J F « a.s., 2.11Ž .2
provided u is near one enough. Consider J . For given large number N, we1
define positive integers f and g byk j l r
ky1 ly1u u
f s k 1 and g s k 1 ,k j l r rj NuNu
w xwhere ? denotes the integer part. For p s 0, 1, . . . , f and q sk j
0, 1, . . . , g , we also define incremental random variablesl r
X R [ X R Npu j, u j, Nqu r , u r .Ž .Ž . Ž .jr p q
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Ž .It follows from iv that, for any 0 - « 9 - « - 1,
j rX R s, u , u , uŽ .Ž . 'P sup sup - 1 y «j r½ 5S u , u bŽ .ky1 ty1 k jl r0FsFu 0FuFu
X R s, u j, u , u rŽ .Ž .
F P sup sup j r½ S u , uŽ .ky1 ly10FsFu 0FuFu
1r2
- 2 1 y « 9 log f gŽ . 4Ž .k j l r 5
X RŽ . 1r2jr p qF P max max - 2 1 y « 9 log f g ,Ž . 4Ž .k j l rj r½ 5S u , u0FpFf 0FqFg Ž .k j lr
2.12Ž .
Ž .provided k n l is large enough. Define the correlation function of X Rjr p q
Ž .and X R ,jr p9q9
l p , q , p9, q9 s Corr X R , X R , p / p9, q / q9,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .jr jr p q jr p9q9
1 2 2Ž Žand let h s p y p9, m s q y q9. By the relation ab s a q b y a y2
.2 .b , we obtain
Cov X R , X RŽ . Ž .Ž .jr p q jr p9q9
2 22 j r r'F s Nhu q Nmu q uŽ . Ž .½ ž /
2 22 j r'ys Nhu q NmuŽ . Ž . 5ž /
2 22 j r'y s Nhu q NmuŽ . Ž .½ ž /
2 22 j r r'ys Nhu q Nmu y uŽ . Ž . 5ž /
1 2 22 j j r r'q s Nhu y u q Nmu q uŽ . Ž .½ ž /2
2 22 j j r'ys Nhu y u q NmuŽ . Ž . 5ž /
2 22 j j r'y s Nhu y u q NmuŽ . Ž .½ ž /
2 22 j j r r'ys Nhu y u y Nmu y uŽ . Ž . 5ž /
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1 2 22 j j r r'q s Nhu q u q Nmu q uŽ . Ž .½ ž /2
2 22 j j r'ys Nhu q u q NmuŽ . Ž . 5ž /
2 22 j j r'y s Nhu q u q NmuŽ . Ž .½ ž /
2 22 j j r r'ys Nhu q u q Nmu y uŽ . Ž . 5ž /
j 2 r r 2 j 2 r 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .' 'Nhu q Nmu qu Nhu q Nmu2 2s ds x y ds xŽ . Ž .H H
j 2 r 2 j 2 r r 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .' 'Nhu q Nmu Nhu q Nmu yu
1 j j 2 r r 2Ž . Ž .' Nhu yu q Nmu qu 2q ds xŽ .H
j j 2 r 22 Ž . Ž .' Nhu yu q Nmu
j j 2 r 2Ž . Ž .' Nhu yu q Nmu 2y ds xŽ .H
j j 2 r r 2Ž . Ž .' Nhu yu q Nmu yu
1 j j 2 r r 2Ž . Ž .' Nhu qu q Nmu qu 2q ds xŽ .H
j j 2 r 22 Ž . Ž .' Nhu qu q Nmu
j j 2 r 2Ž . Ž .' Nhu qu q Nmu 2y ds x .Ž .H
j j 2 r r 2Ž . Ž .' Nhu qu q Nmu yu
Without loss of generality, assume that h ) 0 and m ) 0. Applying
Lemma 2.2 for a s Nhu j, Nhu j y u j, Nhu j q u j and p s u r, respec-
tively, we obtain
Cov X R , X RŽ . Ž .Ž .jr p q jr p9q9
2 22 2 j 2 r 2 r's Nh q 1 u q Nm q 1 u uŽ . Ž .ž /
F c .2 22 j 2 rNh y 1 u q Nm y 1 uŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thus, by 2.3 and 2.4 , we have, for all large k n l and N,
2 22 2 j 2 r 2 r's Nh q 1 u q Nm q 1 u uŽ . Ž .ž /
l p , q , p9, q9 F cŽ .jr 2 22 j 2 r 2 j rNh y 1 u q Nm y 1 u S u , uŽ . Ž . Ž . 4
ay12 2F c Nh q NmŽ . Ž . 4
ay1 ynay12 2F h q m F 2hm - hm ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
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where n s 1 y a ) 0. In order to estimate an upper bound for the right
Ž .hand side of 2.12 , let us now apply Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 for
j s X R rS u j, u r , p s 0, 1, . . . , f ; q s 0, 1, . . . , g ,Ž .Ž .l l jr p q k j l rp q
ynp9q9 < <l s l p , q , p9, q9 - hm ,Ž . Ž .p q jr
h s p y p9 / 0, m s q y q9 / 0,
1 y d nŽ .1r2
u s u s 2 y h log f g , h s 2« 9 - ,Ž . 4Ž .k jl r k j l r 1 q n q d
f s f , g s g .k j l r
Ž .Then the right hand side of 2.12 is less than or equal to
Ž .Ž .f q1 g q1 ydk j l r 0F u q c f gŽ . 4 Ž .k jl r k j l r
Ž .for some d ) 0 and large k n l. Thus we have, from 2.12 ,0
j rX R s, u , u , uŽ .Ž . 'P sup sup F 1 y «j r½ 5S u , u bŽ .ky1 ly1 k jl r0FsFu 0FuFu
« 9 yd 0F exp yc f q 1 g q 1 q c f gŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5k j l r k j l r
yd 0 yd Žkyjqlyr .0F c f g F cu . 2.13Ž .Ž .k j l r
Ž .Condition iv implies one of the following conditions:
Ž .a for any given M ) 0, k y j G M log k and l y r G M log l, pro-
vided k n l is large enough;
Ž .b for any given M ) 0, k y j G M log k and k G Ml, provided
k n l is large enough;
Ž .c for any given M ) 0, l y r G M log l and l G Mk, provided k n l
is large enough.
Ž .If condition a is satisfied, we have
kyM log k lyM log l‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
yd Žkyjqlyr . yd M Žlog kqlog l .0 0u F c u - ‘Ý Ý Ý Ý Ý Ý
ks1 ls1 jsd rsd ks1 ls13 4
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Ž .by taking M large enough. If condition b is satisfied, we have
w xkrM kyM log k‘ lq1 ‘ k
yd Žkyjqlyr . yd M log k0 0u F c u - ‘Ý Ý Ý Ý Ý Mks1 ls1 jsd rsd ks13 4
Ž .by taking M large enough. For condition c , we have the same conver-
Ž .gence. Hence, by 2.13 and the Borel]Cantelli lemma, we obtain
'J G 1 y « a.s. 2.14Ž .1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 2.10 , 2.11 with 2.14 yields 2.9 . Two inequalities 2.2 and
Ž .2.9 complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Without loss of generality, we assume that
A rB “ ‘ as T “ ‘, and a and A ra are nondecreasing. Thus theT T T T T
Ž . Ž .conditions i and iii imply that A ra “ ‘ as T “ ‘ and further we canT T
use
1r2A log AT T
g [ 2 logT ½ 5aT
instead of b . Let T s 1 and define T by A y a s A , k G 1.T 1 kq1 T T Tkq 1 kq1 k
For any given « ) 0, let
C s X R A , a , B , b G 1 y « S a , b g .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5k T T T T T T Tk k k k k k k
There exists an integer k such that a rA - 1r2 for k G k since0 T T 0k k
a rA “ 0 as T “ ‘. Hence we haveT T
a A a 1T T Tk k kq1G s 1 y )
a A A 2T T Tkq 1 kq1 kq1
for k G k . Then0
‘ ‘ A log AT Tk kP C G exp y 1 y « logŽ . Ž .Ý Ýk ½ 5aTksk ksk k0 0
‘ ‘a A y A1 1T T Tkq 1 kq1 kG sÝ Ý2 A log A 2 A log AT T T Tksk kskk k k k0 0
‘1 1
G dx s ‘.H2 x log xATk0
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Therefore, if we can show that
2n
lim inf P C l C y P C P C P C s 0,Ž . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj k j k j½ 5n“‘ 1Fj-kFn js1
2.15Ž .
Ž w x.then, by the generalized Borel]Cantelli lemma e.g., cf. 12, Lemma 1.5.4 ,
we have
lim sup D T G lim sup D T G 1 a.s.Ž . Ž .3 3 k
T“‘ k“‘
Ž .Using Remark 2.1 and imitating the estimation of l p, q, p9, q9 in thejr
proof of Theorem 1.2, we have, for 0 - T 9 - T ,
Cov X R A , a , B , b , X R A , a , B , bŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .T T T T T 9 T 9 T 9 T 9
s E X R A , a , B , b X R A , a , B , bŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .T T T T T 9 T 9 T 9 T 9
a2 2A q a y A y a q B q b y BŽ . Ž .Ž .T T T 9 T 9 T T T 9F c 2 2½ A q a y A y a q B q b y B y bŽ . Ž .T T T 9 T 9 T T T 9 T 9
a2 2A q a y A y a q B y BŽ . Ž .Ž .T T T 9 T 9 T T 9q 2 2A q a y A y a q B y B y bŽ . Ž .T T T 9 T 9 T T 9 T 9
a2 2A q a y A q B q b y BŽ . Ž .Ž .T T T 9 T T T 9q 2 2A y A y a q B q b y B y bŽ . Ž .T T 9 T 9 T T T 9 T 9
a2 2A q a y A q B y BŽ . Ž .Ž .T T T 9 T T 9q a bT 9 T 92 2 5A y A y a q B y B y bŽ . Ž .T T 9 T 9 T T 9 T 9
\ c r q r q r q r .Ž .1, T , T 9 2, T , T 9 3, T , T 9 4, T , T 9
For 1 F j F k y 2, we get A y A G a . If A y A G B y B ,T T T T T T Tk j k k j k j
Ž .then we have, by condition iii and noting that A ra “ ‘ as T “ ‘,T T
2 a 2
r F ca a A y A q a A y AŽ . Ž .1, T , T T T T T T T Tk j k j k j k k j
Ž .y2 1yak
F ca a a .ÝT T Tk j iž /isjq1
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Similarly, if A y A - B y B , then we haveT T T Tk j k j
Ž .y2 1ya
r F ca a B y B q bŽ .1, T , T T T T T Tk j k j k j k
Ž .y2 1yaF ca a A y A q aŽ .T T T T Tk j k j k
Ž .y2 1yak
F ca a a .ÝT T Tk j iž /isjq1
For r , i s 1,2, 3, 4, we obtain similar estimations. Hence, the correla-i, T , Tk j
tion function is
Corr X R A , a , B , b , X R A , a , B , bŽ . Ž .Ž . ž /T T T T T T T Tž /k k k k j j j j
Ž .y2 1yak
1yaF c a a a , 1 F j F k y 2.Ž . ÝT T Tk j iž /isjq1
Ž .Using this estimation, we can prove 2.15 along the lines of the corre-
w xsponding proof of Theorem 2 in Ortega 15 . The details are omitted.
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